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This report presents the results of one static and two dynamic photogrammetric
calibrations, performed by Do Brown Associates, Inco, on the Rosman #1
85-foot parabolic antenna located near Rosman, North Carolinao
This report is submitted as fulfillment and completion of the work set forth in
Contract No. NAS5-9783, Article II, Section A between the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administratlon_ Goddard Space Flight Center, and D. Brown
Associates, Inc. The photogrammetric theory and techniques employed in these
calibrations are based on adaptations and extensions by Duane C. Brown of his
earlier derivation of the general solution to the problem of multistation analyt-
ical stereo-triangulation. Detailed treatments of the mathematics of the least
squares adjustment and error propagation of this solution are available in refer-
ences (I), (2), and (3).
Three separate calibrations were performed. The first was a routine static cali-
bration. The second and third calibrations were accomplished while the dish
was slewing along its X axis at accelerations of I degree/second 2 and 0.1
degrees/second 2 respectively° These calibrations were the first to be performed
while the antenna was in a dynamic .mode. The nominal orientation of the anten-



















Raw data for each calibration consisted of two photographs of the antenna taken
simultaneously with special 480 mm focal length metric cameras from two ground
stations.
These photographs, taken on ultra-flat, one-quarter inch thick glass plates
coated with a 103-F emulsion, were acquired on April 17, 1965, between 0400
and 0500 EST. The antenna was illumed for all three calibrations by three spec-
ially adapted 600 watt-second electronic strobe lights. The camera stations
were situated on an arc approximately 220 feet from the antenna in such a
manner as to obtain a nominal 90 - degree angle of intersection between the
camera axes at the vertex of the antenna_ Figures I and 2 are contact prints
of the photographic plates used for the static calibration, Figures 3 and 4 the
dynamic I degree/second 2 , and Figures 5 and 6 the O. I degree/second 2
Prior to exposure, approximately 600 targets fabricated from I mil mylar with
an adhesive backing were affixed to the reflector in a predetermined pattern.
These targets consisted of a sol|d white circle one - quarter inch in diameter
against a two-inch diameter circular black background. To permit precise
scaling, two calibrated 50 - foot Lo-Var steel tapes with targets affixed at
both ends were utilized. One tape was stretched across the antenna under
control led tension wh_le another was suspended from a crane immedlately
adjacent to the antenna.
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Figure 7 presentsa graphical displayof target point distribution and identifica-
tion numbers for points on the surface of the dish. A number of special targets
were placed at various locations on the surface and feed support structure of the
antenna° Target points #512 through #521 inclusive are located on the west
quadripod leg. Points # 900 through # 927 inclusive were shimmed targets situ-
ated on the surface of the dish and points #600 through #627 were regular tar-
gets placed adjacent to the shimmed targets. Shimmed targets # 928 and # 929
were on the feed box with points #550 through #553 inclusive. In addition,
alternate targets were placed next to the regular targets adjacent to the shimmed
targets on the outer panels of the antenna. These alternate targets were used
when the shimmed targets obstructed the regular targets. The alternate targets
used were # 1003, # 1039, # 1042, and #1600o They are identified in Figure 7.
Figures 8 and 9 describe the locations of points on the feed box and quadrlpod
leg respectively.
The plates were processed under controlled conditions and proved to be of good
quality. The plates were measured on a modified Mann 422-C optical compar-
ator and the resultant coordinates of the target images, corrected for comparator
errors and lens distortion, were processed through the rigorous, least squares
analytical stereo-triangulation adjustment on an IBM 1620 electronic computer°






Static = 3. I microns,
I degree/second 2 = 4.1 microns,
O. I degree/second 2 = 4. I m icrons.
These are equivalent to angular closures of 1.33, 1.80, and 1.76 seconds of arc
respectively.
The approximately one micron difference in the RMSE of plate residual vectors is
due to a slightly better image quality on the photographic plates used in the static
calibration. When the antenna was in position for the static calibration_ the
strobe light was flashed several times in succession. This abundance of light per-
mitted the camera lenses to be stopped down to f/32 during these exposures.
Obviously this technique could not be utilized for the dynamic calibration expos-
ures. Thus the lower f stop on the static exposures resulted in greater depth of
focus and superior image quality over the entire surface of the antenna.
The tabulated results (Sections 7, 8, and 9) have three data tables for each calibrat-
ion. Table I contains the triangulated X, Y, Z coordinates of the target points and
their associated standard deviations. These coordinates have been scaled and are
referred to a Cartesian system origined at the computed vertex of the antenna with
the Z axis normal to the antenna at the vertex (thus the Z axis is coincident with
the axis of the best-fitting parabolold of revolution). The positive quadrant of
the YZ plane passes precisely through target # 2 and the negative quadrant of
the XZ plane passes approximately through target # 38. The root mean square of
the standard deviations of the triangulated target points for each calibration is:
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sigma X sigma Y sigma Z,
Static .0012 feet .0013 feet .0014 feet,
I degree/second 2 .0016 feet .0017 feet .0018 feet,
0. I degree/second 2 .0016 feet .0017 feet .0018 feet.
Since the diameter of the dish is 85 feet, these are equivalent to proportional
accuracies of :
sigma X sigma Y sigma Z,
Static 1/70, 800 1/65,400 1/60,700,
I degree/second 2 1/53, 100 1/50, 000 1/47, 200,
0. I degree/second 2 1/53,100 I/'50, 000 I,/47,200.
The plate coordinate residual vectors from each camera for each triangulated
point are tabulated in Table 2. These vectors represent the differences between
the projection of each triangulated point onto the plate and the measured coor-
dinates of the image of this point on the plate.
The final X, Y, Z coordinates of each target point and their associated covar-
iance matrix were utilized to determine the paraboloid of revolution which, from
a statistical sense of minimum variance, best fitted the array of triangulated tar-
get points. Table 3 lists DX, DY, DZ the X, Y, Z components of the depart-
ures of each triangulated target point from the best fitting paraboloid. Subtract-
ion of DX, DY, DZ from X, Y, Z respectively would adjust a triangulated point
to the surface of the paraboloid. Table 3 also lists the perpendicular distance,
D, from each target point to the best fitting paraboloid. The root mean square
-8-
Lperpendicular departure of the static calibration was . 0045 feet. The dynamic
I degree/second 2 and the 0. I degree/second 2 calibrations had values of . 0044
and .0049 respectively. The focal length and coordinates of the vertex of the
best fitting paraboloid for each calibration is discussed in Section 10.
The target point coordinates of both dynamic calibrations referenced to the
coordinates of the static calibration are presented in Section II.
While an effort was made to measure the same target points for each calibration,
some are lost due to measuring or data translation. Consequently, data for any
given point may be missing and the total number of triangulated points varies
slightly from calibration to calibration.
Although these were the first dynamic calibrations performed, the data processing
was essentially routine, with one exception, and it had nothing to do with the
nature of the calibration. Analysis of the residual vectors from the first stereo-
triangulations indicated that the calibrated principal point had been displaced as
a result of some physical disturbance to one of the cameras. This problem was
overcome, however, by modifying the stereo-triangulation computer program so
that the principal point could be mathematically treated as an unknown. Thus,
even though it had been displaced in excess of six millimeters, the principal














DIAGRAMS OF TARGET POINT
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F IGURE 7. POSITION AND IDENTIFICATION OF TARGET POINTS ON THE
SURFACE OF THE ANTENNA.



















FIGURE I0. PLOT OF PERPENDICULAR DEPARTURESOF PHOTOGRAMMETRICALLY
TRIANGULATED TARGET POINTS FROM BEST FITTING PARABOLOID
OF REVOLUTION, STATIC MODE. POSITIVE DEPARTURES INDICATED
BY UPWARD ARROWS, NEGATIVE DEPARTURES BY DOWNWARD ARROWS.
FEED SUPPORT
F IGURE If. PLOT OF PERPENDICULAR DEPARTURES OF PHOTOGRAMMETRICALLY
TRIANGULATED TARGET POINTS FROM BEST FITTING PARABOLOID
OF REVOLUTION, I DEGREE/SECOND 2. POSITIVE DEPARTURES





FIGURE 12o PLOT OF PERPENDICULAR DEPARTURES OF PHOTOGRAMMETRICALLY
TRIANGULATED TARGET POINTS FROM BEST FITTING PARABOLOID
OF REVOLUTION, 0.1 DEGREE/SECOND 2 POSITIVE DEPARTURES






























Contour interval = .0040 feet
FIGURE 15. CONTOUR MAP OF ERROR SURFACE
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TABLE 2. PLATE CCi::R{:,INAT_! RP_iD_ALb
_^ __ TS. STATIC),_R_FT POIN
POINT
NO.
CAMERA NO, i CAMERA NO, 2





































































































TABLE 2. CONT. (STATIC)
oOINT
NO.
CA_AERA NO. 1 CAVER_ NO. 2


































































































































































































































































































































" TABLE 2. CON_. (STATIC)
POINT CAMERA NO. i CAMERA NO, 2







































































































'" TABLE 2. CONT. (STATIC)






472 -.3 2.3 .0 -5.2
473 -.i o9 .0 -2,0
474 -.3 2.5 .0 -5.8
475 -.2 I._ .0 -3.i
476 -,3 2.1 -.0 -5.2
477 -.0 .0 -,0 -.2
478 .0 -.3 .0 .8
479 .0 -.2 .0 .5
481 .0 -.4 .0 .9
482 .0 -.0 .0 ,I
483 .! -.4 .0 i.0
484 l']. "B -.0 -i,7
485 -.0 ,2 .0 -.5
486 -.1 1.2 .0 -2.6
488 -.I .6 -.@ -1.4
489 -.i .6 -.0 -1.5
490 .3 -1.7 .l 3.9
492 .2 -i.0 .0 2,3
493 .i -.8 .0 1.8
494 -.i ,7 -,0 -i,5
495 -.0 .i -.0 -,2
496 -,0 .4 ,0 -,9
497 -.i .8 -.0 -i,7
498 -,i .7 ,0 -1,5
499 ,I -i.0 .0 2.2
500 -.! .8 -.0 -1,9
501 -0! .6 -00 -1.3
512 -o2 2.2 .i -4.7
513 -.2 1,7 ,0 -3,8
514 -,2 1.5 -.0 -3,4
516 -1.5 2.0 -1.i -3.2
517 -1.7 2.5 -I.i -4,7
518 -.6 3.1 -.2 -6,9
519 -.4 2,4 -.0 -5.4
520 .2 -1.2 -.0 2.6
521 -.0 .0 ,0 -.2
550 -1.6 4.1 -,5 -8.0
551 -1.8 5.7 -,8 -9,4
552 --2,4 6,7 --i.5 -I0,6
553 --2.9 7.2 -i,i -13.9
602 ,3 --i,0 .3 2.8
603 --,0 o3 -.i -.8
604 .i -,5 .i o7
606 -.0 ,2 ,0 -,5
607 -.6 4.2 .i -7.3
608 -.i 1.0 .i -1.9
610 .2 3.5- .8 -8.5
611 -.I 1.8 .2 -4,9
613 .0 -.5 ,0 .7
6]4 .o -_.0 .8 6,7
-37-
LTABLE 2 NT..... i© ( STAT IC )



























































































X,Y,Z, COMPONENT DEPARTLIREb AND






POINT DX- DY DZ D
NO. (FEET) (FEEt) (FEET) (FEET)
1 .0004 -.0034 .0060 .Ou70
2 0.0000 -.00i3 .0023 .0027
4 -.0009 -.0033 .0059 .0068
8 -.0052 -.005! .0126 .0146
9 -.0026 -.0020 .0057 .0066
I0 -.0004 -.0002 .0008 .0009
II .00!3 .0005 -.0025 -,0029
12 -.0001 0.0000 .0002 .0002
!3 .0011 .0001 -.0019 -.0023
!4 -,0Ola 0,0000 ,0025 ,0029
15 ,0041 -.0005 -.0072 -.0083
]6 -.0037 o0010 .0066 .0076
17 -.0033 .0014 .0062 .0072
18 -.0017 ,0010 .0035 .0041
19 .0026 -.0020 -.b057 -.0©67
20 -,0012 .0012 ,0031 ,0036
25 -,0001 ,0016 ,0028 ,0032
27 .0006 .0045 .0078 .0090
28 ,0013 .0048 .0085 ,0098
29 -.0004 -.0011 -.0020 -,0024
30 .0004 .0008 .0015 .0018
3] -,0012 -,0016 -,COB5 -.0041
32 .00!I .0011 .0028 .0032
35 .0034 .0014 .0064 .0074
36 .0009 .0002 .0017 .0020
37 ,0048 .0606 ,0084 °0098
38 -,0043 O,OOOO -,U074 -,0C86
39 -.0019 .00_2 -,0033 -.0038
aO ,0030 -,0008 ,0055 ,0064
41 .0053 -.0022 .0099 .0115
42 -.0035 .0020 -.0070 -.0081
43 -,0053 .0041 -,0116 -.0134
44 -,0004 ,0004 -,0010 -,0011
45 .0043 -.0057 ,0124 .0143
46 ,0014 -.0024 .0049 .0057
47 .0004 -,0011 .b022 .0C25
48 .0011 -,0043 ,0078 .0090
49 .0001 -.0019 .0035 .0040
51 0,0000 0,0000 .o00i ,0001
53 -.0014 -°0029 .0058 .0066
55 -.0044 -.0051 .0121 ,0139
57 -.0005 -.0003 .0011 .0013
59 .0024 .0008 -.0046 -.0052
61 0.0000 0.0000 .CO01 .0002
65 ,0010 -,0001 -o0018 -.0021
65 0.0000 O.OOOO .COO1 .,bOO1
73 0.0000 -.0003 -.0006 -.0007
75 ,0005 .003O ,0055 .0363
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TABULATED RESULTS OF DYNAMIC
I DEGREE/ SECOND 2 CALIBRATION





7 -q,516a 41,%9_A !2,11_:I .CO]_ .%1:i7
2 O,COOO 41,81].] 12,1%75 ,00i5 ,CO 7
3 5.a739 41,29°5 ]2,04_@8 ,0016 .0017
4 10,8650 40,1994 1.2.0397 ,00!6 ,00!7
8 2Q,4223 29,3345 ]1,9972 ,00i8 ,0018
9 33.0427 25.2910 12.0204 .00i8 .0Oio
I0 36.2744 20.8128 12.1383 .0019 .O0id
ii 38,6049 15.9566 12,1060 ,0019 ,00!6
12 40,1109 10,4136 11,9176 ,0019 ,0018
13 41,1683 5,0207 11,9340 ,0019 ,00io
14 41.5154 -.3475 11.9637 .0019 .0018
15 41,2070 -5.7008 12.0016 .0020 .OOlb
]6 40,2749 -11,1734 12,1306 ,0020 ,0018
17 38._907 -]6.0064 !2.2821 .0020 .0018
!8 _6.4912 -21.0%5] 12.320! .0019 .0018
19 33.2890 -25.6256 ]2.2a35 ,0019 .0017
20 29.4657 -29.7573 12.1751 .0019 .0017
25 4,8391 -41,6555 ]2,2118 ,0017 ,0017
26 -,4448 -42,0152 12,2582 ,0017 ,0016
27 -5,7702 -41,4081 12,1411 ,0016 ,0016
28 -11,0341 -40,4931 12,2338 ,00i6 ,0016
29 -16,3431 -38,4750 12,]275 ,00]5 ,0016
30 -21,0977 -36,4419 i2,3101 ,0015 ,0017
31 -25,8286 -32,9642 12,i688 ,00i4 ,0017
32 -29.8290 -29.5252 !2.2278 .0014 .0017
33 -33,3119 -25,4332 12,!981 ,0014 ,0017
34 -36,4181 -21,1477 !2,3196 ,0013 ,0017
35 -38,9429 -]6,2486 ]2,3637 ,00]3 ,0017
36 -40,7245 -ll.OlO0 12,3525 ,0013 ,0017
37 -41,5386 -5,3726 12,1875 .0013 ,0017
38 -42,1495 -,1260 12,3212 ,0013 ,0017
39 -41,6796 5.4450 ].2,2580 ,0013 •0017
40 -40,3099 10,9767 12,1227 ,0013 ,0017
42 -36,0953 20,9787 !2,0879 ,0013 ,0017
43 -33.2364 25.4105 !2.1355 .0013 .0017
44 -29,6940 29,744] 12,2618 ,0013 ,0017
46 -20,948a 36,2367 12,1683 ,0014 ,0017
47 -16,1438 38,6692 !2,!939 ,0014 ,0017
48 -10,9574 40,3449 12,1427 ,0014 ,0017
49 -3,3929 40,1778 11,2844 ,0015 ,0017
51 7,1143 39.4406 !1,1475 ,00i6 ,0017
53 17,1866 36,0834 11,0944 ,00i7 ,0017
55 25,9498 30,3842 11,0963 ,00i8 ,00i8
57 33.2214 22.6068 11.2063 .0018 .0018
59 37.7835 i3.2858 11.!257 .0019 .001_
61 40.0655 3.0783 !1.2052 .0019 .001_
63 39,3934 -7,3929 ii,]464 ,00!9 ,0018
65 36.3278 -17.4885 11.2820 .0019 .00i8
73 2.880! -40.]824 1!.2652 .00i7 .00!7




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































i_L.I!N I • D_-r_CE I
POINT X Y Z X SIGMA
NO, (FEET) (FEEl) CFEEI) (FLLi)
Y SIGMA
(PELi)
477 -.7021 9.0646 .5760 .0016 .VOle .0019
478 3.8476 7.9516 ,5_30 .0017 ,_016 .0019
479 7.2591 4.9640 .5a14 .0017 .00i_ .0019
481 8.0030 -4.0086 .5569 .0017 .00i8 .0019
482 4.9164 -7.5361 .5668 .0017 .0018 .0019
483 .5008 -9.0010 ,5673 .C0!6 .0016 .0019
484 -4•0236 -8o0809 ,566i .00i6 ,00i6 •0019
485 -7,4707 -5.2473 ,58i2 ,00i6 •00i8 -0019
486 -9,2035 -,7357 .5919 ,0016 .00i8 .0018
487 -8,3146 3o6668 .5739 ,0016 .0018 •00i9
488 -4,8690 7o4693 o5511 oOO16 •0018 .0019
489 •7720 6o2584 o2749 oO0io •00io .00i9
490 3,5923 4.8527 •2510 oO0i/ .COio .0019
492 6,229_ -.8869 ,2751 ,0017 oUOlb .00±9
493 5.1264 -4,0285 ,2987 ,0017 .00i8 ,00i9
494 2.1510 -5.880L .2744 ,0017 ,00i8 o0019
405 -I,2584 -6o4436 .2979 o0016 o0019 .0019
4o6 -3.981] -5.1316 .2910 .O01A .0018 .0019
497 -6•0363 -2.5366 .2918 .0016 o00!8 .0019
498 -6•5528 .6560 o2996 ,00i6 ,0018 o0019
499 -5.0872 3.6263 o2065 .0016 .O01b .0019
500 -2.5222 5•8244 •2758 .0016 ,OOL8 .001_
501 -o1212" -o0725 o0042 ,0016 .O0ib .0019
512 -23.3845 -io4301 9.9556 00014 .0018 ,00!7
514 -17.7435 -i.3315 23.1696 .0014 .0018 .uOl6
516 -10.0136 -1.8986 38,3078 ,0014 .0017 .OOl_
517 -9.9105 1.7736 38.4784 .0014 .OOl_ .00i4
5]8 -14.3608 .9269 %0.3123 o0014 .0018 .0015
519 -17.7717 .8466 23.1342 .0014 .0018 o0016
520 -20o560a .811% 16.3036 oO01a o0018 .0016
521 -23.4241 .7490 9.9087 .0014 .COl8 .00i7
550 -3.0315 3o8469 44.440b .OOi_ .0017 .00i4
551 -2.3673 3.7221 44.4433 .0014 .00]7 .0014
552 2.3202 -3•6739 44o4215 ,0015 .0017 •0014
553 3.0119 -3.8192 44.4]39 .0015 o0017 .00!4
602 32.9918 24.5889 !1.7502 .0018 .0018 .0019
603 40.7176 -6.09_7 !i./559 ,001_ .00i_ oUO!_
604 35.7702 -21.26i7 12o0197 .0019 .0018 oOOl'_
606 -6o1886 -40.8603 ]I,b6_4 .0016 o0016 .0018
607 -21,3487 -35.8R2] 12oi048 .0015 .U017 .<0±7
608 -33,1483 -24,7785 ]i,8933 .0014 .0017 .0017
611 -24.7358 33.1960 11.9078 .0013 ,0017 .0017
613 29.6441 22.4924 7o3952 ,0018 .0018 ,0019
614 31.2697 -9.2405 7.3778 .0019 .0018 .001_
615 22.6912 -23.5270 7.4194 .0018 .0018 o00i9
616 -9.3725 -31,513_ 7.5070 .0016 .00i7 .0018
617 -23,5112 -22.6982 7.4]37 o0014 o0017 .0017
618 -31,6097 9.1474 7.5067 .00i_ .00i7 ,0017
620 14,4922 23o9982 5o4570 .00i7 ,001_ .00!9
621 23.9101 -L4.56al 5•4_44 ,OOlb .0016 .OCI9
622 -14.91!5 -2z_.lOoi 5.5786 .00i5 .o017 .0018
623 -24,1926 14,63_0 5•5417 •0014 o001_ .0017
-51-



















































































































































































































































TARGET POINTS. ( I r')EGREE)
CAMERA N_. 1 CAMERA NO. 2
VX VY VX VY
(MICRONS) (MICRONS)
I -.2 I.I .0 -1.4
2 .7 -4,2 .2 5.4
3 .9 -5.0 .3 6.3
4 .4 -2.3 .2 2,9
8 -.9 3,i -.4 -3,7
0 -.3 !.2 -.I -1.5
]0 -.8 2.7 -.4 -3.1
11 -2,0 6.2 -i.0 -7.1
12 -1.4 4.4 -o7 -4.8
13 -I.3 4.2 -.7 -4.5
14 -.3 .9 -.I -I.0
15 -o0 -.0 -.0 -.0
16 -.8 2.4 -.3 -2.3
17 -.7 2.1 -.3 -2.0
18 -.5 1.7 -.2 -i.6
19 -.6 1.9 -.2 -1.7
20 -.4 !.a -.! -I.2
25 .6 -2.8 .2 2.2
26 -,3 1.2 .0 -.9
27 -I,2 5.9 -.i -4.5
28 -.9 5.0 -.0 -3.8
29 -,8 5.1 .0 -3.9
30 -.5 4.0 .0 -3.1
31 .7 -5.7 -.i 4.4
32 .3 -2.8 -.I 2.2
33 .6 -7.4 -.3 5,9
34 -.I 1.9 .i -1.6
35 -.0 !.I .0 -.9
36 .I -3.5 -,3 3.0
97 .0 -1.4 -,I 1.2
98 .I -3.3 -.3 3.0
99 .2 -7.2 -.7 6.9
40 .0 -.6 -.0 .5
42 .0 -1.4 -.i 1.5
43 --o3 4.9 .5 -504
44 --.2 2.6 .2 -3.0
46 -.3 2.8 .i -3.3
47 -.4 5.2 .i -4.0
48 -.I l.C .0 -1.2
49 .4 -2.9 .i 3.7
_I. -.2 .9 -.0 -I.i
53 .0 -.4 .0 .5
55 -.I .6 -.0 -.7
57 -,4 1.4 -.2 -1.7
59 -.7 2.2 -.3 -2.5
61 -.6 1.9 -.2 -2.0
63 .I -.5 .0 .5
65 -.9 2,9 -.4 -2,7
75 -.I .5 .0 -.2
-53-



















































































































2, CONT, ( I DEGREE1
CAMERA NO, i CAMERA NO,










































































































r- ,2. CONT, ( I Dr GREE)
CAMERA NO. 1
VX V Y











































































































• TABLE 2. CONT. ( ! DEGREE)










































































































• " TABLF 2. CONT. ( I DFGRE6)











































































































•" 'TABLE 2. CONT. (I DEGREE)






624 .3 -1.7 .0 1.9
625 .7 -3.i .2 3.0
626 -.0 .3 .0 -.3
627 .0 -.6 -.0 ,6
900 .0 -.4 .0 .4
902 .5 -1.7 .2 2.0
903 -i.0 3.1 -.4 -3.1
904 .4 -1.3 .i 1.2
906 -.4 2.1 -.0 -1.6
QO7 -.7 _.0 .0 -3.8
908 .4 -a.3 -02 3.5
909 .0 -!.9 -.i 1.8
910 -.0 .4 .0 -.4
911 -.2 2.4 .i -2.8
913 .6 -2.6 .2 3.0
914 -.2 .7 -.0 -.7
915 .4 -1.4 .i 1.3
916 .3 -2.1 .0 1.7
917 -.5 4.1 .i -3.3
9!8 .0 .0 .0 -.0
920 1.3 -6.0 .4 6.9
921 1.2 -4.4 .4 4.1
922 -.a B.l .0 -2.6
923 -.4 4.9 .3 -5.1
924 -.0 .2 -.0 -.2
926 .0 -.I -.0 .0
927 .5 -4.1 -.I 4.1
929 -3.i 6.2 -1.2 -12.0
928 -2.7 7.7 -1.9 -16.2
1039 -.0 .i .0 -.2
1042 -.2 3.1 .3 -3.3
1600 .0 -.6 .0 .7
-59-
t'%
TARLE 3. r '''' _' ,_, OF LIRE .% '_
TARGET P,.OINT_ FRO. '_ B=ST-F! fT{ <::_
( I DFGR_F)
oOINT DX DY DZ
NO. {FEET) (F?_: i) (FEE_)
_::;ERPP NiP ICU'LLX
o,:_ L© F.OA A _0 i b 0
,--,
!:_: i-)
1 .0005 -,0040 ,0071 ,0082
2 0,0000 -,0010 ,0017 .0020
3 -,0001 -,0007 ,0013 ,0015
4 -,0003 -,0011 ,0020 ,0023
8 -,0045 -,0044 ,0110 .0127
? -.0004 -,0003 ,0010 .0011
I0 ,0009 .0005 -,00]9 -.0,J22
Ii ,0026 ,0010 -,<()50 -,0057
12 ,0014 .0003 -,0025 -,n_.?_.
nm4q3 ,0024 .0002 -,004 _ -- .....
14 .0005 0.0 "''_''_,_L. -, 0008 -.O_'lO
15 .0046 -.0006 -,0081 -.009a
16 -,0017 ,0004 ,0031 ,0036
17 -,0018 ,0007 ,0034 .0029
18 -,0019 .00ii ,0098 ,0044
19 ,0024 -,0019 -,0053 -,0062
20 -,0004 .0004 ,0011 ,0C:12
25 -.0002 ,0018 ,0032 .0r37
26 0.0000 ,00]2 ,0022 .0025
27 ,0004 ,0032 ,0057 ,0066
28 ,0007 ,0027 ,0049 ,9057
29 -,0004 -°0009 -,0017 -.0020
30 ,0003 ,0006 ,0013 ,0015
31 -,00!3 -,0017 -,0077 -,0043
32 0,0000 O,OOO0 ,OOO! ,0001
33 .0017 .0013 ,0037 ,0043
34 ,0032 ,0018 .0064 ,0074
35 ,0015 ,0006 ,0027 .0032
36 -,0006 -,0001 -,0010 -,0012
37 ,0042 ,0005 ,0072 ,v084
38 -,0048 0,0000 -,0083 -,0096
39 -,0028 ,0003 -,0049 -,0057
40 ,0029 -,0008 ,0052 .9060
42 -,0041 ,0024 -,0083 -.On06
43 -,0050 ,0039 -,0!I0 -,0127
44 0,0000 0,0000 O,O00u -,0(;01
46 ,0015 -,0026 ,0053 ,0061
47 ,0008 -, O019 ,0036 •0042
49 0,0000 .0004 -,0007 -.0008
51 ,0001 ,0007 -,0014 -,0016
53 -,0010 -.0022 ,0045 ,0051
55 -,0037 -,0043 ,0103 ,0117
57 ,0008 ,0005 -,O0]R -,002!
59 ,0037 ,0012 -,CO7] -,0<8!
61 ,nnl4 _al -,0026 -. 8'_r'
63 ,0021 -,0004 -,O03m -,Or.U_
65 ,0007 -,0003 -,00!5 -,0_,17
73 0,0000 -.,,001 -.0003 -. _e'_z,,._...
75 ,0004 ,0022 ,0040 ,0046
















































































































































































































































































• , TABLE 3, CONT. (I DEGREE)
POINT DX DY DZ D
NO. (FEET) (FEET) (FEET) (FEET)
173 .0004 .0008 .0018 .OP2i
174 -.OOlO -.0015 -,0036 -.0040
179 -.0004 -.0005 -.0014 -.0015
176 ,O00Z ,OOU2 ,0006 .0007
177 ,0005 .0003 .0013 ,0014
178 .0001 O,OOOO .0004 .0004
179 -.0010 -.0003 -.0021 -.0024
180 -.0009 -.0001 -,0018 -.0020
181 -,0045 -.0003 -,0090 -.0]01
182 -.0040 ,0002 -,0081 -.OOg]
183 -.0016 ,0003 -,00_4 -.0_38
184 -.0027 .0008 -.0057 -.0063
185 -.0024 .0012 -.0054 -.006]
186 -.0092 .0021 -.0078 -.0087
187 -.OOll .0009 -.0029 -,00%2
188 .0003 -,0063 ,0009 ,0010
189 .0008 -.0012 ,0030 .O06Z
190 ,0010 -,0021 .0046 .0052
191 000000 000000 0,0000 .0001
192 ,0C04 -.0019 .0039 ,004a
193 ,0004 -.0038 ,0083 .0092
194 0.0000 -.0005 ,0012 .0014
195 -.0002 -.0016 .0036 .0040
198 -.0001 -,0002 ,0006 .0007
199 -,0013 -,0017 ,0049 .0054
200 -.0001 -,0001 .0003 ,00¢14
201 -.0003 -.0002 ,0008 .0009
202 -.0002 -.0001 .0006 .0006
204 .0054 ,0014 -,0123 -.0136
205 .0005 O.OOUO -.0012 -.00i4
207 ,0014 -.0002 -.0032 -.0035
208 -.0007 .0002 .0016 .0018
209 ,0004 -.0001 -.0010 -.0011
210 -,0022 ,0013 ,0057 .0063
212 -.0007 .0007 .0023 ,0025
2]3 -,0027 .0036 .0098 .0108
214 -.0011 .0019 ,0049 .0054
215 -.0001 .0004 .0011 .0012
217 0,0000 .0007 ,0017 .0C18
218 0,0000 ,0013 ,0028 .003i
219 -,0002 -.0015 -.0094 -.0097
220 .0003 .0013 .0030 .0033
221 0,0000 -.0001 -.0003 -.0003
222 .O00B .0006 ,0015 ,0017
223 -.0C13 -.0017 -.0047 -.0052
224 .0010 .0010 .0033 .0037
225 -.0006 -,9004 -.oCl6 -.OCib
226 O.OCOO O.O00f) -.0002 -.00¢2
227 -00009 -.000_ -.C02] -.0C23
228 -.0003 0.0000 -.0008 -.000o
229 -.0023 -.0002 -,0050 -.0056
230 -.0046 0,0000 -,0101 -.O!li
-62-
., , TARLE 3. CONT. I _c,_EF)
POINT DX DY DZ D
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TA;_LE i, CC()F<#['_ _.i:.. .......' ........ _
PAINT X 'r' Z X -: I (s,.



















































-5,5170 a1.3759 !2.1080 .OOi_
0,0000 41,7821 12.1287 ,00i5
10.8608 40.!7_6 Iz.0344 .0016
29.4253 29.5122 1i.9955 .001o
33,0459 25,2688 12,0207 ,0018
36,2764 20.7901 12.1384 .00i8
38,6074 15,9355 12,i093 ,0019
40,1157 i0,3934 11.9206 ,0019
41,1724 5.0053 11.9373 .00i9
41.5205 -.3631 11.9671 .0019
41,2148 -5.7173 12.0060 .0019
40.2782 -Ii.1880 12.1401 .0019
38.8940 -16.0202 12.2889 .00i9
36,4976 -21.0482 12.3274 .0019
33,2936 -25.6360 12.2525 .0019
29,4703 -29.7708 !2.1852 .0019
4,8372 -41.6637 !2.2247 .0017
-,4483 -42,0252 12,2697 ,0016
-5,7713 -41.4135 ]2.1528 .0016
-11.0356 -40.4948 12,2455 .0015
-16,3443 -38.4796 12.1383 .00i5
-21.1010 -36.4467 12.3202 .O01a
-25,833a -32.9669 12,i779 .0014
-29.8283 -29.5341 12.2369 .0014
-33,3126 -25.44!2 12.2064 ,0013
-36,4210 -21.1545 12.3255 .0013
-38,9445 -16.2539 12.3681 .0013
-42,1507 -.1371 12.3259 .0012
-41.6784 5,4270 12,2586 ,0012
-40.3126 !0.9611 !2.1232 .0012
-38.4869 16.1173 12.1016 .0012
-36.0966 20,9595 12.0859 .0013
-33.2356 25.3914 12.]292 .0013
-29,6922 29,7252 12,2559 ,0013
-25,5!41 33,2866 12.2285 ,0013
-20,9499 36,2170 12,1_98 ,0014
-16,]438 38,6448 12,1830 ,0014
-10,9572 40,3186 12,1296 ,0014
-7,3980 40.1537 11,2802 ,0015
7,1148 39.4132 Ii,i394 ,0016
17.187] 36.0572 11.0873 .0017
25,9514 30.3573 11.0015 .0017
33.2252 22.5858 11.2077 .0018
37,7899 13,2648 Ii,1276 ,0019
40,0694 3.0582 11,2097 .0019
39,4006 -7,4097 11,1513 .0019
36.3343 -17.5011 11.2879 .0019
2.8795 -40.1899 11.2778 .0017
-7.2944 -39,9047 ]1,4353 ,0016
-17,2577 -36.4117 11.2751 .0015
i ,5 v --




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PLATE COORDINATE RESIDUALS F_Oiq
TARGET POINTS, (.I DEGREE}
CAMERA NO, 1 CA_ER4 _0° 2
VX VY VX VY
(vIC_ONS) (NICRONS)
1 -.! ,3 ,0 -,4
2 .2 -1.4 ol 1.8
A -,4 1,6 -.0 -2,1
8 .6 -2,2 .3 2,7
9 -].0 3.3 -°5 -3,9
]0 -i.0 3.2 -.5 -3,6
I! -.8 2.8 -,4 -3,2
12 .0 -.i .0 .i
13 -°8 2°6 -o4 -2,8
14 .0 -°I °0 °2
!5 -.7 2.1 -.3 -_,i
!6 -°6 i°9 -o3 -i°9
17 1.5 -4.6 °6 4,4
18 .0 -.3 .0 .2
19 -.3 !.2 -°i -i,i
20 -.8 2.8 -°3 -2,4
25 -.9 3.8 -.i -3.0
26 -o5 203 -,0 -I,7
27 .i -I.0 .I .8
28 .9 -5.3 .l 4.0
29 °i -°9 ,0 ,7
30 .i -.6 .0 °4
31 .2 -1.5 -.O l.i
32 .0 -.8 -.0 .6
33 .5 -6.0 -.3 _._
34 ,2 -3,8 -,2 3oi
35 .4 -6.6 -,5 5,6
38 .3 -8.4 -,8 7.8
39 .0 -2.7 -°2 2°6
40 .I -4.5 -,4 _.4
41 -°0 .4 °0 -,5
42 °2 -3,8 -°4 4°I
43 °2 -2°7 -°2 3°0
44 -.0 .5 .0 -.0
45 -.0 .9 .0 -i.i
46 oi -108 -el 2,2
47 ol -i,4 -oO 1,8
48 .0 -.7 .0 .8
49 -.0 -.i .0 .i
5! -.6 2.9 -,I -3.7
53 -o8 3oi -03 -3,9
55 .2 -i.0 ,i i,I
57 .3 -i°2 ,2 1°4
59 -.2 .7 -°i -.8
61 -.2 .7 -.0 -.8
63 -1.3 _.0 -.0 -4.0
65 -.0 .3 -.0 -.2
73 -.9 U.O -,i -3°1



































































































































































































































































































































































CAMERA NO. i CA>IERA NO. 2





























































































































479 ,2 -,8 ,0 ,8
481 o3 -1.6 ,0 i.6
482 ,4 -2.0 ,i 1,9
483 ,0 -.i ,0 .i
484 -,2 1,4 ,0 -i,4
485 ,0 -.5 -,0 ,5
486 ,4 -2,8 -,0 2,7
487 -,i 1,2 .0 -1.2
488 -,7 4,4 ,0 -4,4
489 -.0 ,3 -,0 -,3
490 -,5 2.7 -.! -2,8
492 ,8 -4,4 ,i 4,4
493 -.i .5 -.0 -,4
494 ,4 -2,1 ,0 2,0
495 -.2 1.0 -,0 -l.O
496 ,4 -2,4 ,0 2,3
A97 .0 -,4 ,0 ,4
498 -.4 2.9 ,0 -2,9
499 -,3 2.4 -,0 -2.4
500 -.3 2.2 -,0 -2.2
501 .4 -2.4 .0 2.4
512 -.2 2.0 ,0 -],9
514 -,2 1,5 -.0 -!.4
516 -2.2 8.9 -,6 -8.7
517 -2.2 8.8 -,7 -8,8
518 -.9 4,5 -,l -4,4
519 -,7 4.1 -,0 -4.0
520 .2 -1.9 -.0 ]I09
521 -,2 2,i ,0 -2o0
550 -2.1 4.2 -,I -7,6
551 -io7 509 -,0 -6,3
552 -3.2 9.5 -1.8 -10.3
553 -2,9 5,3 -,7 -8,1
602 -,i .4 -,0 -,4
603 -,2 .8 -,I -,8
604 -,7 2.1 -,3 -i,9
606 .0 -,7 .i ,5
607 -.6 4.2 ,0 -3,3
608 .i -1.6 -,i 1,3
610 -.3 4.8 ,5 -5,2
611 ,2 -2.5 -.i 3,0
613 .0 -,2 ,0 ,2
614 I,i -3.8 ,4 3,7
615 .7 -2.8 .2 2.5
616 --3 1.8 -,0 -1.5
6]7 .I -1.2 -.0 1.0
618 ,1 -1.9 -.I io9
619 -.O ,5 ,0 -,6
620 .5 -2.4 ,i 2.6
























622 -.5 3.7 .0 -3.i
623 -.I 1.9 .I -2.0
624 .I -.8 .0 .9
625 -.I .4 -.0 -,4
626 .0 -.5 -.0 .4
627 -.0 .5 .0 -,5
900 -.5 2.1 -.0 -2,7
902 -1.8 5.9 -.9 -7.0
903 .4 -1.4 .2 1.4
904 -,7 2.1 -.3 -2,0
906 .6 -3.4 .I 2,6
907 -.I .8 .0 -.6
908 .7 -8.2 -.4 6.6
909 .2 -7.1 -.6 6.8
910 .2 -3.7 -.3 4.0
911 -.3 3.0 .I -3.5
913 .i -.5 .0 .6
914 .8 -2.7 .3 2.6
915 .0 -.2 .0 .2
916 -.1 .8 .0 -.7
917 -l.O 9.0 .2 -7.5
9!8 -,0 .2 .0 -.2
919 .0 -.4 -.0 .4
920 .6 -3.0 .2 3.5
921 -.0 .0 .0 -.0
922 -.I l.B .0 -I.I
923 -.3 4.0 .2 -4.2
924 .0 -.2 .0 .2
926 .2 -i.4 .0 1.2
927 .2 -1.7 -,0 i.7
928 -2.3 3.6 -.2 -8.1
929 -4.5 5.5 -I.0 -10.3
1003 -.7 2._9 -.i -_.7
















, X,Y,Z, COMPONENT DEPARIUREb ASD




POINT DX DY DZ D
NO, (FEET ) (FEqT ) (FEFT ) (F-ECT )
1 ,0004 -,0035 ,0062 ,Om7i
2 O.O000 -,0017 ,OO _r'_, • ",034
4 -,0008 -,0032 .C05/ .0066
8 -.0049 -.004 o. .0i21 ._n_,_,',",
9 -,0011 .0008 .n, ,_v_4 • "028
i0 ,0006 ,0003 -,OCiZ -.00i4
ii ,0019 .0007 -.0036 -.004i
12 .0019 .0005 -.0039 -.0041
13 ,0035 ,0004 -,0062 -,0f)72
14. ,0023 0. oooo -. oo41 -. 0047
15 ,0072 -,oolo -,0127 -o0146
16 -,0020 ,0005 ,0036 °0042
17 -,0006 ,0002 ,0012 .0014
18 -,0002 .0001 ,0004 .0004
19 .0030 -.0023 -.0065 -.0076
20 ,0001 -. 0 i .0004 -.Ovu5
25 -,0003 .0033 ,0058 .0067
26 0,0000 ,0021 • 003 / • 0043
27 ,0007 ,0049 . O085 • Or' 99
28 ,0014 .0051 .O09Z .0106
29 ,0001 ,0003 ,0007 .0008
30 ,0007 •O013 ,0025 • O030
31 -,0009 -.0012 -. 0027 -,003 i
32 ,0003 ,0003 ,0006 ,09 it'.
33 ,O0 18 ,0014 ,0040 •0046
34 •0023 . O013 , 0046 •0054
35 .0005 .0002 ,0009 •CO 10
38 -.0052 0.0000 --,0089 -. 0 i04
39 -, O037 .0005 -. 0065 -, 0075
40 .0015 -.0004 .0027 ,0031
r-341 .0046 -,0019 ,<.086 -0100
42 -.0048 .OOZ8 -.0096 -,Oill
43 -.0064 .0049 -.0139 -.0i61
44 -, 0007 ,0007 -, O017 -. O0 i9
45 ,0036 -.0047 ,0102 .0118
4-6 .0007 -,0012 ,0024. ,0028
47 .0004 - n009 ,00i8 ,u ,c,-,
48 .0008 -.0030 .0054 .0062
49 ,0001 -,0015 ,0027 .0031
51 0,0000 -.0002 ,0004 .0005
53 -.0013 -.0028 ,0057 .0065
55 -.0041 -.0048 ,0115 .0i31
57 0.0000 0.0000 o,O00b (,.O(!bO
59 ,0045 ,0015 -,0086 -.0098
61 ,0020 .OOOl -._036 -.,,041
63 .004.3 -.000_ -. t'O7e --. 00!-;"0
65 .0026 -.0012 -,0051 -.0059
73 .0001 ,001_ .0027 '_' 31






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FOCAL LENGTH AND VERTEX OF BEST
FITTING PARABOLOID OF REVOI.UTION
FOCAL LENGTH AND VERTEX OF BEST FITTING PARABOLOID OF REVOLUTION.
The focal length of the paraboloid which best fits the triangulated target points
for each calibration was:
Static = 36.016 feet _- .0010 feet
I degree/second 2 = 36.014 feet + . 0012 feet
0. I degree/second 2 = 36. 000 feet ± . 0012 feet
Points #550, 551, 552, and 553 were situated on the feed structure of the antenna
and their X, Y, Z coordinates may be utilized to exactly locate the loci of the
best fitting paraboloid.
Target #501 was situated near the mechanical center of the antenna. The tabulated
X, Y! Z coordinates of this or any other target, with their signs reversed, locate
the position of the vertex of the best fitting paraboloid of revolution with respect






TRANSFORMED TARGET POINT COOR-
DINATES AND COMPONENT RESIDUALS
OF EACH DYNAMIC CALIBRATION REFER-
ENCED TO THE CORRESPONDING COOR-
DINATES OF THE STATIC CALIBRATION
TRANFORMEDTARGETPOINT COORDINATESAND COMPONENT
RESIDUALOF EACHDYNAMIC CALIBRATIONREFERENCEDTO THE
CORRESPONDINGCOORDINATESOF THESTATICCALIBRATION.
A least squaresfit, minimizing the sumof the squares,of the vector distances
betweencorrespondingpoints of each of the dynamiccalibrations and the static
calibration wasperformedto determinethe coordinates AX, AY, and AZ of
translation, and the anglesAlpha, Omega,and Kappaof rotation, and a scale









0268 feet sigma AX = •00016 feet
0350 feet sigma AY = •00016 feet
0008 feet sigma AZ = .00016 feet
000447 radians sigma Alpha = .000005 radians
000440 radians sigma Omega = •000007 radians
000368 radians sigma Kappa = .000007 radians
000146 sigma Mu = .000005
Table 4 presents the transformed coordinates XT, YT, and ZT, the component
residuals VX, VY, and VZ, and the vector distance V referenced to the static
target point coordinates. The root mean square vector distance was .0028 feet.
The parameters of transformation for the 0. I degrees/second 2
XT = .0251 feet
YT =-.0178 feet
ZT = -.0014 feet
Alpha = .000452 radians
Omega = .000335 radians


















Table 5 presents the transformed coordinates XT, YT, ZT, the component
residuals VX, VY, and VZ, and the vector distance V referenced to the
corresponding static target point coordinates. The root mean square
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i i ,L+43 :)
li,2Y_/
l.i. 4 7 9 2
11,4452
- , _'L- " L _ 7
,/A v _ ,.L
{t :-ti ) (St=T) {r-Ei )
V
(_-LLi)
-.0049 -.0_i8 -.bOk5 .OOpO
-.0036 -.002 [ -.0015 .O04b
-.0069 -.0C07 .CV2i .0073
•0039 .0039 .r}oz_ .bu6b
•0013 .9043 • }651 ._068
• Ct,'a5 00.;i3 0(;028 .(JOa_
•0035 .0010 .6016 .OS4C
00043 oOC05 00022 ,u049
•0048 .001"9 .00!9 ,0055
•0640 .0 11 .0027 ,0050
•0073 -.(JCi3 .00i4 .0076
• (':'C;9 _' -.0d20 .0039 .0072
•C, 2_ -.u_3T .(;Oi_ ,vu46
•0077 -.6i :_6 ,0008 ,0091
•0060 -.(;.J36 -.UOU3 ,0070
• Ob 3'6 -.0559 .0030 .0077
o003[ odd64 .C)v_ ,0072
-.0032 -./)003 • },3i ,_ ,0037
-.0646 .t!b32 .6026 .0662
• 0141 •0i27 -.Oi!O ,b220
• 0006 .COO5 -.0004 .GO "c_
--OOJ4 .u_i5 --ddbl .,_,,i_+
-.0004 .C_41 .00/4 .,_Oz-8
•0 42 .Li_D_ .C!J35 ._L6d
O07• 7 O._,_O0 .0006 ,Oh70
.00_6 ,(ij36 ,00_i ._05_
• 0052 .00i9 -.C003 .0056
• 0058 -.0_46 O. UO0 .0674
• 0045 -.0030 -.3010 ._055
• 0043 -.0353 -.0005 ._068
• 0051 -.0030 -.0029 .0060
• 0050 -. b,#47 -.604i ,vO8(#
-.00i9 -.0_,3i -.OOO0 .OObb
--00 _ 1 -._25 -,0027 .4038
-.0C13 -.ub52 -.0027 .0060
-.OOd5 -.L Jz+O .(;032 ._ICO
-.00i6 -._Z4 -.0368 ,0630
-.0026 -._U,_7 -.COi4 o_31
• 00i7 .<_005 .0007 .,_,_i _
.0039 .0015 ,0031 .0054
000_:i7 ,(.,';28 ." '2,.,., _] •v' :.}- _.
.0,;:52 -.;..2J • tO]6 • C:4
• 0080 .COlb .603 L .,,6'}7
.034_ -.0C2: .,uiZ .JO 3
-.00}', -._ ,P4 • ;;CJ6 .dO07
-.OnzO ._o_Z -.COOL •_O,u
-.O()i :_ .,J_02 .OOlO •0022
• 0('<_" .,uZ4 .::Ol! .0026
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198 i6.633Z 2_.9 {_4





205 32.8277 4. 136i
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